CELESTIALREALM
Angel expert Tina Marie Daly answers your questions with angelic advice.
Email your question or issue to prediction@predictionmagazine.com
ANGEL ANSWERS...

Alien
encounter

Q

Galactic beings
gave me an
attunement
using symbols. I have
to share it, but can you
help me get some more
clarity on how it is going
to help people?
Anon

A

Q
A

Why do I hate myself?
I constantly beat myself up and blame
myself. Why am I so mean to myself?
Lou, Sydney

The angels say one of your main lessons
in this lifetime is self-love; learning to
love and accept yourself exactly as you
are. However, due to childhood conditioning
and being around judgmental people from
your past, you’ve adopted a belief system that
you are not enough. You were exposed to the
opposite of what’s really true, so that program
is running in your life! Each time this occurs,
you are given the opportunity to make healing

changes. However, rather than realising this as
a chance to release the old story, you’re adding
to the negativity by repeating the pattern and
it becomes a vicious cycle. But you can always
make new choices! The next time you criticise
yourself, stop, take a deep breath and call on
Archangels Michael (to release old fear) and
Jophiel (to get you into a space of love). Focus
on what you like about yourself and what you
are grateful for. Then you’ll notice a shift take
place. It may take a little time as you’re so used
to looking at the negative, but with commitment,
prayer, practice and help from the angels, you
can begin to create more loving habits.

Am I in the right job?

ANGELS

Q
A

Am I in the right job and will it get me to where I want to go
professionally. How is it linked to my soul purpose, if at all?
Kate, via Facebook

You’re in the right job for now. It doesn’t feel long term – more like
a stepping stone to provide skills and experiences that will help you
develop and grow. This will be helpful for your future work that’s
more in alignment with your soul purpose. You are also making connections
that will later serve you. There’s a lot of expansion happening in and around
you as you open up to a more healing energy. The angels show me a vision
of you as a leader – a teacher in many ways – helping a lot of people. You
will know when it’s time to take action, but for now learn as much as you
can and experience all aspects of your job; this will all come in handy later.
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These galactic
beings have a
high and loving
vibration. They are
preparing your energy
field to hold their
frequency so they can
work through you.
Sacred Geometric
symbols are recognised
by the soul and
integrated into the
chakras and aura. These
powerful beings will be
attuning people
through you with the
same symbols that were
shown to you. This will
help open their hearts
and connect them with
their Divine essence,
empowering them to
express their gifts and
live a more fulfilled life.
You’ll soon receive
information on how to
teach people how to
work with and in this
new energy. Get ready
to make a huge impact
on humanity!

SPIRIT

How do I call in the one?

Q

I am 33 and
still seem to
constantly attract
the wrong love matches.
Will I ever meet my soul
mate and what can I do
to attract him?
Therese, via email

A

You have been
so fixated on
attracting that
perfect person to settle
down with, that you’ve
lost sight of appreciating
each man along the way
for who he truly is, as well
as neglecting to honour
all that you learned from
each encounter and
enjoy the experience
itself. It’s now time to
release expectations
and enjoy the present
moment, just as it is.
The angels want you to
know, Therese, that you
are not running out of
time. Every ‘Mr Wrong’
has been an opportunity for you to realise exactly what you want, as well
as learn precisely what you don’t want in a relationship.
There has also been a balance in Karma taking place in you, Therese,
which has been giving you essential energy and information on a soul
level that has been preparing you for your life partner. Yes, he is coming.
First, express gratitude for every one you have dated up until this point,
then forgive each of them, forgive yourself and see yourself as worthy
of and ready for a deeper commitment with your life partner. Finally, ask
Archangel Chamuel, who is the finding angel, to help the two of you
attract and ‘find’ one another.

Sinister cyst

Q

I recently found out I have a dermoid
cyst and may need surgery. I am a little
frightened as I am told these can
sometimes be cancerous. Why has this
happened and will I need an operation?
Mae, Reading

A

You are in the middle of a transition in
your life and on the cusp of great change.
This health issue has come up to get you
to see yourself in a new light; to help you no
longer over-identify with just your physical self,
but come to the realisation that you are so
much more. It may not feel like it, but this is
a Divine opportunity and gift!
Don’t see yourself as the victim here; that
life is happening to you. Remember that you
have proactive role in this outcome. You have a
choice to be in the vibration of love and peace
and heal the relationship with yourself and
others on a very deep level. Meditate on your
challenging relationships. Work with the angels
to lift your perspective and see through the
seeming obstacles to the lessons and the
blessings of each partnership. Accept your own
personal role in each circumstance and move
into gratitude and forgiveness intending to
release all fear. You will free yourself from this
burden and it will cleanse your energy. You may
not even need an operation, but if you do, know
that the angels are working with you to help
you heal, get back on your feet, and experience
a new and liberated you.

Email your angel questions to prediction@
predictionmagazine.com, tweet them to us at
@predictionmag or pop them on our Prediction
Magazine Facebook wall. Visit Tinamariedaly.
com for more info on our angel expert

When will I
be famous?

Q
A

I feel led to a career in tv presenting,
but I don’t know how to get there. Any
advice from the angels?
Clare, London
I see Archangel Gabrielle, the angel of
creativity, communication and the arts
playing her trumpet around your energy
field. This is a sign that she’s working with you
to prepare you to attract a more creative job.
You have an important role in this manifestation.
The angels want you to be engaged in creative
activities, so, for example, take a class in acting
or camera technique. They encourage you to
do one thing every day for your career; journal,
meditate, research and network to be in the
right vibration to attract what you desire. At
times you doubt yourself, and those doubts will
only keep your career beyond your grasp. You
have to believe in yourself and your ability to do
what you love. There is the energy of great
change and a move around you, so be open and
receptive. Most importantly, the angels say to
have fun – the best way to attract what you desire.
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